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Research Article

Measuring the effect of Facebook’s downranking
interventions against groups and websites that repeatedly
share misinformation
Facebook has claimed to fight misinformation notably by reducing the virality of posts shared by “repeat
offender” websites. The platform recently extended this policy to groups. We identified websites and
groups that repeatedly publish false information according to fact checkers and investigated the
implementation and impact of Facebook’s measures against them. Our analysis reveals a significant
reduction in engagement per article/post following the publication of two or more “false” links. These
results highlight the need for systematic investigation of web platforms’ measures designed to limit the
spread of misinformation to better understand their effectiveness and consequences.
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Research questions
●
●
●

Using available data, can we detect when Facebook has started reducing the visibility of groups
repeatedly sharing misinformation?
Can we quantify the effects of Facebook’s policy to reduce the visibility of groups and websites
repeatedly sharing misinformation?
Does this policy impact the total engagement received on posts from these websites and groups,
and does it change their posting behavior?

Essay summary
●
●

1

According to Facebook, groups and websites that repeatedly share misinformation will have their
visibility reduced, but little is known about the implementation and the impact of this policy.
We combined data from CrowdTangle, BuzzSumo, and two fact-checking datasets to measure
Facebook users’ engagement with content created by accounts repeatedly sharing
misinformation.
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●

●

●

For groups repeatedly sharing misinformation, we observed a significant reduction in engagement
per post of 16% to 31% depending on the methodology used to identify them. We did not observe
a substantial change of the posting behavior in terms of posts volume and proportion of lowquality links shared within posts, and the total engagement generated by repeat offender groups
does not decrease over time.
Facebook users’ engagement per article from websites with two or more articles marked as false
by fact checkers decreased by about 45%, suggesting that posts containing a link to these websites
were downranked by Facebook. Websites display similar patterns of total engagement generated
on Facebook and Twitter, so one cannot conclude that Facebook’s policy leads to reducing their
engagement in the long run.
The present study highlights the importance of accessing platforms’ data to enable external
agents (e.g., researchers, journalists, etc.) to successfully monitor and audit misinformation
interventions and their impact.

Implications
The spread of misinformation on online platforms is a growing concern in society, and experts have
increasingly highlighted platforms’ responsibility in addressing the issue (Misinformation, conspiracy
theories, and “infodemics,” 2020). In particular, Facebook posts from “misinformation” news providers
have been shown to receive consistently higher engagement than “non-misinformation” (Edelson et al.,
2021). To tackle misinformation, Facebook has announced many policies and interventions over the past
few years (see Rosen, 2021).
Contextual labels and banners applied to misleading posts have been studied in previous research
(e.g., Sanderson et al., 2021), but little is known about the effectiveness of interventions consisting in
removing or downranking content from unreliable sources (Saltz et al., 2021). To fill this gap, the present
research investigates the downranking intervention that Facebook has introduced in these terms: “Pages,
groups, accounts and websites that repeatedly share misinformation will face some restrictions, including
having their distribution reduced” (Meta, n.d.). “Groups” refer to discussion-based environments on
Facebook typically organized around one topic, while “pages” refer to public-facing Facebook channels
used by a publisher to share updates (Facebook, n.d.). Facebook ranks each post in users’ news feed by
assigning a relevance score to it. A high rank leads to a high likelihood of the post appearing at the top of
a user’s news feed (Lyons, 2018). By downranking its posts, Facebook can make an entire page or group
less visible. A website’s visibility can also be reduced by downranking all the Facebook posts containing a
link to it.
Théro and Vincent (2022) analyzed engagement data and showed that the engagement on posts from
Facebook pages temporarily decreased by about 50% after they shared misinformation twice, but that
drop in engagement was not observed among Facebook groups over the 2019–2020 period. This article
investigates the implementation of Facebook’s “reduced distribution” policy on groups, as it has come
into force recently, and on websites, as it has not yet been studied.
Facebook announced the enforcement of a “reduced distribution” policy for groups in September
2020 (Alison, 2020) and added groups as a target of the policy to their help center during the spring of
2021 (see Business Help Center, 2021 February, in which Facebook only mentions ”pages and websites,”
not groups), but the exact date of its enforcement is not publicly available. We were able to track when
the policy was first tested and when it was more widely deployed by searching for messages posted by
groups mentioning that their distribution was reduced. Platforms’ announcements of misinformationrelated interventions often lack details on how and when the measures are exactly implemented
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(Krishnan et al., 2021). Our methods for searching for accounts speaking about a specific restriction can
be generalized to other policies and platforms.
We identified websites that repeatedly shared misinformation between 2019 and 2021 according to
fact checkers partnering with Facebook. We observed a significant decrease in the number of Facebook
engagements per article published by websites that had shared two or more URLs flagged as false in less
than 90 days, placing them under a presumptive “repeat offender” status, with a median decrease of 41%
to 47% in engagement depending on the fact-checking dataset used. We observe that Facebook groups,
when they are under a presumptive repeat offender status, saw their engagement per post decrease by
a median of 31%. Groups for which an admin posted that they were under a “reduced distribution” status
saw a median decrease of their engagement per post of 16%. Based on simple metrics, these groups do
not appear to change their posting behavior after receiving a notification from Facebook. In particular,
the median share of posts containing a link to a website rated as low or very-low credibility by
mediabiasfactcheck.com (MBFC) is around 10% both before and after the notification. Further qualitative
research is needed to get a better understanding of how websites, groups, and pages react to being
subjected to Facebook’s misinformation interventions.
While we observed a substantial reduction in engagement per post in the short term, we observed
that the total number of engagements generated per day on content from these websites/groups does
not decrease in the long run. Even though it is short-lived, the magnitude of the reduction resulting from
this policy is substantial. For reference, Guess et al. (2020) showed that providing “tips” on how to spot
false news to social media users in the United States improved their discernment between mainstream
and false news headlines by 26.5%. Bak-Coleman et al. (2022) formalized a model of viral misinformation
spread and by applying it to a corpus of misinformation events, they estimate that combining several
policies such as fact-checking, behavioral nudges, and banning repeat offenders could reduce the
prevalence of misinformation in users’ feeds by an estimated 50%. It should be noted that groups can
easily evade the consequences of Facebook’s policy, given that an admin deleting the offending content
is enough to cancel the strike against the group (Facebook’s message to admins indeed reads: “You can
delete false information to help restore your group’s distribution.” See Figure 1).
At a time when platforms are announcing new interventions to tackle online misinformation (Yadav,
2021) and a large proportion of their users report having been exposed to such interventions (Saltz et al.,
2021), there is a critical need to further monitor their implementation and to assess their impact,
effectiveness, and acceptability.
Reducing the algorithmic amplification of content from known misinformation sources and promoting
more reliable sources appears to be a promising approach to tackling misinformation at scale. However,
the rules put in place by Facebook could be gamed by recurrent publishers of misinformation as group
admins can simply delete offending posts, and Facebook page or website owners can have their strike
removed by appending a “correction” to their post. To avoid these shortcomings, we recommend that
Facebook takes into account these removed strikes, as a half-strike for instance. In addition, Facebook’s
“repeat offender” policy considers the strikes of an account over a short period of 90 days. To better
regulate the spread of misinformation in the long run, the company should consider the behavior of actors
over longer periods: for instance by changing their “2 strikes in 90 days” policy into a “2 strikes in 180
days” policy and/or by extending it into a “2n strikes in 180n days” policy, so an account would also be a
repeat offender if it shared four false news in 360 days and so on, which would take into account all
information available about the account’s past behavior.
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Findings
Finding 1: Facebook started enforcing its repeat offender policy against groups in February 2021.
In September 2020, Facebook announced it would start enforcing its repeat offender policy on groups.
Our first goal was to verify when and how this new regulation was implemented. To identify repeat
offender groups, our first approach was to search for posts that shared a message or a screenshot of
Facebook’s notification, which reads “Your group's distribution is reduced due to false information.” We
identified 100 posts, whose publication dates are displayed on the bottom panel of Figure 1. Most posts
were published after February 23, 2021. However, there are three outliers before this date, corresponding
to three groups claiming to be under reduced distribution on June 27, July 27, and July 28, 2020. This
suggests that Facebook may have A/B tested its measure on a subset of groups in the summer of 2020,
before announcing the policy publicly in the fall of 2020, and starting to enforce it at scale in February
2021.

Figure 1. (Top panels) Screenshot of two posts found when searching for “Your group's distribution is reduced due to false
information” displaying the notification Facebook sends to group admins. (Bottom panel) Dates of the 100 Facebook posts
from groups complaining to be under “reduced distribution.” Each black bar corresponds to the date on which a Facebook
group admin published a post similar to the examples in the top panels.

Finding 2: Facebook groups repeatedly sharing misinformation had their engagement per post reduced in
2021.
If Facebook decreased the visibility of a group’s posts in users’ news feeds, we expected this measure to
be quantifiable by metrics related to the group’s posts views. But since we did not have access to the
count of views, we used as a proxy the engagement per post, defined as the sum of user reactions to a
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post: likes, shares, and comments. To measure the policy’s effect, we calculated the percent change in
engagement during a 30-day period after minus before the notification date. As an example, the Facebook
group “Woke Shit” shared a reduced distribution notification from Facebook on April 23, 2021 (Figure 1).
When we compared their engagement per post during a 30-day period before and after this date, the
percent change was -29% (Figure 2, top panel).
For all groups, the median percent change between the two periods is -16%, and a Wilcoxon test
indicated that the percent changes are significantly different from zero, W = 1117, p = 0.010 (Figure 2,
bottom panels). Groups declaring to be reduced thus exhibit a modest decrease in engagement on their
posts. This is a self-selecting set of groups who chose to speak publicly about Facebook’s policy; it might
not be representative of all groups.

Figure 2. (Top panel) Engagement per post for one example Facebook group. The value on the y-axis is the sum of likes,
shares and comments on posts published by the ‘Woke Shit’ group on a given date (x-axis). (Bottom panels) Change in
engagement during a 30-day period after versus before the notification date for groups claiming to be under “reduced
distribution”. (Left) The value on the y-axis corresponds to the median number of engagement per post (half of the groups
have an average engagement per post below/above that value). (Right) The value on the x-axis for each dot represents the
percent change in engagement for a given group; the y-axis is randomly generated. Here and in the following figures, the
error bars show the median in the middle and its 90% confidence interval (see Appendix A for details).

To see if we could reproduce this result with a different set of groups, we used another approach to
identify groups repeatedly sharing misinformation. We used a dataset of fact-checked URLs obtained from
Science Feedback, one of Facebook’s fact-checking partners, and listed all the URLs they flagged as false.
We then identified all the Facebook public posts sharing a link to one of these URLs using CrowdTangle
and identified 138 public groups that repeatedly shared false information in 2021.
A Facebook staff member indicated to a journalist that: “Two strikes in 90 days places an account into
‘repeat offender’ status, which can lead to a reduction in distribution of the account’s content” (Solon,
2020). In this article, we considered that each false URL resulted in a strike against the account and used
the “two strikes in 90 days” rule to identify repeat offender periods. A repeat offender period is thus
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defined as any given time in which a group has shared two or more “false news links” over the past 90
days (see Figure 3, top panel for one example).
We calculated the percent change in engagement between the repeat offender periods and the rest
of the time for each of the 138 new groups identified. The median percent change between the two
periods is -31%, and a Wilcoxon test indicated that the values are significantly different from zero, W =
784, p = 1.5 x 10−17 (Figure 3, bottom panels). Our observations confirm that Facebook has implemented
its repeat offender policy on groups in 2021 while it wasn’t enforced in 2019–2020 (Théro & Vincent,
2022).

Figure 3. (Top panel) Engagement per post for one example Facebook group. Each red mark below the x-axis corresponds to
the date on which the group has shared a URL marked as false by a fact-checker. (Bottom panels) Change in engagement
between the repeat offender and normal periods for groups identified using Science Feedback data.

Finding 3: The Facebook groups that received a Facebook notification have not substantially changed their
posting behavior in terms of volume and quality of content.
We wished to investigate whether accounts that are being targeted by a downranking policy change their
posting behavior. Here we limited the analysis to the 81 groups that had shared a post mentioning the
Facebook reduced distribution notification, because receiving and speaking about such a notification
indicates that the group admins are well aware that they have been targeted by the intervention.
We studied the change of two simple metrics before and after the notification date: (i) the volume of
posted content, and (ii) the share of posts containing a link to low or very-low credibility websites
according to the MBFC Factual Reporting metric (see Appendix B for details). We found that the median
number of posts per day over 30 days before the notification is 14.4, against a median of 11.9 posts per
day during the 30-day period after the notification. A Wilcoxon test shows that this change is not
significant at the 5% level but is significant at the 10% level, W = 1249.5, p = 0.0755. Furthermore, we
found that the median of the proportion of links redirecting to low credibility websites (for posts
containing a link) is 10% both before and after the notification date, W = 990, p = 0.7376.
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Hence, there doesn't seem to be a substantial change in posting behavior when considering the
posting volume and the credibility of websites shared. Further qualitative research is needed to better
understand the behavior of agents targeted by misinformation policy, such as whether they develop
evasion strategies.

Figure 4. Change in number of posts per day (Top panels) and share of low/very-low credibility links in posts (Bottom panels),
during a 30-day period after versus before the notification date for groups claiming to be under “reduced distribution.”

Finding 4: Websites repeatedly sharing misinformation had their Facebook engagement per article
reduced in 2019–2021.
The implementation of Facebook’s repeat offender policy was tested on groups above and on pages by
Théro & Vincent (2022), but it has not been verified on websites yet. We used BuzzSumo to retrieve the
Facebook engagement per article for a given website. The Condor dataset (Messing et al., 2021) lists URLs
shared more than 100 times that were flagged as false by one of Facebook’s fact-checking partners. A
website was considered a repeat offender when fact-checkers marked at least two of its articles as false
within a 90-days period (Figure 5, top panel).
The median engagement per article for the 275 websites is 505 during the repeat offender periods,
and 1,133 during the normal periods. We calculated the percent change in engagement between the
repeat offender periods and the normal periods for each of the 275 websites that published at least one
article during each period. The median percent change is -41%, and a Wilcoxon test indicated that the
values are significantly different from zero, W = 10703, p = 3.7 x 10−10 (Figure 5, middle panel). So, we did
observe a significant decrease in engagement per article in line with Facebook’s stated policy.
To verify the reproducibility of this result, we used the Science Feedback fact-checking dataset. While
the Condor dataset only contains URLs shared at least 100 times on Facebook, the Science Feedback
dataset contains URLs regardless of their share number, which allowed us to identify websites with a
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smaller audience. The median engagement per article for the 168 newly identified websites was 21 during
the repeat offender periods, and 41 during the normal periods. For each website, we calculated the
percent change in engagement between the repeat offender and the normal periods. The median percent
change is -47%, significantly different from zero, W = 4221, p = 5.2 x 10−6 (Figure 5, bottom panel).

Figure 5. (Top panel) Facebook engagement per article for one example website. (Middle panels) Change in engagement
between the repeat offender and normal periods for websites identified using Condor data. (Bottom panels) Same
representation for websites identified using Science Feedback data.

Finding 5: We did not observe a decrease in the overall engagement generated on content shared by repeat
offenders in the long run.
To investigate the long-term impact of Facebook’s policy, we studied the daily total number of
engagements on the content of repeat offender accounts. For groups, their total number of engagements
displayed no trend throughout 2021 (Figure 6 top panel). This suggests that Facebook’s policy does not
result in an overall decrease in engagement on content shared in groups repeatedly sharing
misinformation.
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Alongside Facebook engagement per article, Buzzsumo also provided us with the Twitter shares per
article (the number of tweets and retweets sharing the article). The total engagement on posts/tweets
sharing a link to repeat offender websites displays an increase until mid-2020 and a decrease until the
end of 2021 (Figure 6, bottom panel). This finding could have suggested the decrease was a consequence
of Facebook’s policy against misinformation websites; however, the fact that Twitter engagement data
displayed the same pattern suggests the decrease was caused by another factor, except if the two
platforms took similar actions against these websites. This is unlikely, as Twitter does not have a
partnership with fact checkers, unlike Facebook.

Figure 6. (Top panel) Daily total Facebook engagement averaged for all repeat offender groups in 2021 (union of
‘CrowdTangle search’ and Science Feedback datasets). (Bottom panel) Daily total Facebook and Twitter engagement
between May 2019 and October 2021 averaged for the websites that shared two or more false articles (union of Condor and
Science Feedback datasets).

Methods
Working hypotheses and limitations
We used CrowdTangle, a public insights tool owned by Facebook, and BuzzSumo, a commercial database
that tracks the volume of user interactions on social media platforms. These two APIs provide access to
engagement metrics (the number of likes, shares, and comments) but not to the number of views. We
calculated the engagement per post/article from CrowdTangle/Buzzsumo by summing the number of
comments, shares, and reactions (such as “like,” “love,” and “angry” reactions) that each post/article
received. It should be noted that CrowdTangle only tracks public content (posts from pages and public
groups) but not content from private groups and users, while BuzzSumo aggregates for each media article
the engagement metrics from all Facebook accounts, both public and private.
The methodology we used to infer the repeat offender periods could only approximately infer the
periods when websites or groups should be under an actual repeat offender status because the fact-
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checking datasets we used do not contain all the data available to Facebook. Our different methods still
yielded results that are consistent with previous findings (Théro & Vincent, 2022), but the reduction
amplitudes reported here are likely to underestimate the true effect of Facebook’s reduction
interventions.
The Condor dataset used contains URLs flagged as false between January 2018 and February 2021.
Because Facebook only started to visibly apply its reduction policy to groups in late February 2021, Condor
data could not be used to identify repeat offender groups.
Data collection for Facebook groups
In the spring of 2021, we observed a Facebook group that shared a screenshot claiming it was under
reduced distribution and set out to gather other similar groups by searching CrowdTangle for posts
published after January 1, 2016, containing the sentence, “Your group's distribution is reduced due to
false information.” We launched the query on December 1, 2021, and manually opened the resulting 122
posts, keeping the ones that met the following criteria (see Figure 1, top panels for examples):
● The post message or image contains “Your group's distribution is reduced due to false
information”
● The message is posted in a public group by an admin (as verified in the group’s “about” page)
● The message shows that the notification concerns this group and is not just informative (e.g., we
excluded a post saying “Facebook introduces new censorship and punishment measures for
groups and their members...”)
After filtering, 100 posts remained, corresponding to 86 self-reported groups under reduced distribution.
To verify the consequences following Facebook notifying these groups, we collected all their posts
published in 2020 and 2021 using the ‘posts’ endpoint of CrowdTangle API. The collection was run on
January 3, 2022, on 81 groups as some were deleted or changed to private in the meantime. For the
groups that posted multiple messages, all the dates of the posts are displayed on the bottom panel of
Figure 1, but only the earliest is used to infer the reduced distribution start date to calculate the percent
changes shown in Figure 2.
We also identified groups using Science Feedback data. The dataset was extracted on December 15,
2021 to obtain the 2,760 URLs flagged as false in 2021; the data is available to scientists studying
misinformation at open.feedback.org. We collected from CrowdTangle all the public posts made in a
group that shared one of those links. We identified the groups that spread misinformation the most often,
selecting the 142 groups that shared at least 20 different false URLs. We collected all the posts they
published between January 1 and December 15, 2021. Among those groups, four were already present in
the previous sample and were excluded from the replication analysis.
Data collection for websites
We used the June 2021 version of the Condor dataset (aka “Facebook Privacy-Protected Full URLs Data
Set”), which contains all the URLs shared at least 100 times on the platform between January 1, 2017, and
February 28, 2021, along with their fact-checking metadata (Messing et al., 2021). We extracted the 7,478
URLs that were shared since 2019 and flagged as false, and the country in which it was shared the most
was the USA, Canada, Great Britain, or Australia. We listed the 710 websites with at least two false URLs,
manually excluding platforms (e.g., youtube.com) and archive websites (e.g., archive.org) on which we
understand Facebook isn’t enforcing its policy. We used the BuzzSumo API to collect the number of articles
from each website between January 1, 2019, and February 28, 2021, using the “articles” endpoint. We
excluded the websites with fewer than 100 articles in total and websites with over 100,000 articles as our
number of calls was limited, which yielded 371 remaining websites whose social media data was collected
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using the same endpoint. The 275 websites shown in the middle panels of Figure 5 are the websites that
published at least one article during the repeat offender and normal periods.
Science Feedback data was extracted on October 21, 2021, and used to identify the 4,810 URLs flagged
as false between April 18, 2019 (the date of the first entry), and October 15, 2021, yielding 476 unique
websites with at least two false URLs. As above, we kept the sites that were not platforms and that had
between 100 and 100,000 articles in BuzzSumo, resulting in 388 websites. We then collected the social
media data of all of their articles from 2020 and 2021. The websites already associated with the Condor
dataset (shown in Figure 5, middle panels) were excluded from the replication analysis (Figure 5, bottom
panels).
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Appendix A: Statistical tests
The set of accounts analyzed comprises some groups and websites that generate more engagement than
others by several orders of magnitude, making the engagement distribution non-Gaussian. We thus used
non-parametric statistical methods to estimate the effect of Facebook’s reduction: Wilcoxon tests, and a
bootstrapping approach to calculate the confidence intervals. As a Wilcoxon test compares the sums of
ranks, it is less likely than a t-test to spuriously indicate significance because of the presence of outliers
(Wilcoxon, 1992). The percent change in engagement were calculated using the following formula:
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 =

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑

× 100

Percent changes allowed us to normalize the engagement difference by the accounts’ initial engagement
level, as engagement metrics were vastly heterogeneous. We thus compared percent changes in
engagement against zero, while paired Wilcoxon tests were used for the rest of the metrics (number of
daily posts, proportion of low-quality links, …).
Comparing engagement during reduced and normal periods might be biased if there is a seasonality
in engagement data that corresponds with a reduction period. To address this potential confounder, we
used a simple sensitivity test consisting in shuffling the reduction date between the 81 groups that have
shared a message saying they were reduced and re-calculating the percent change in engagement before
and after this randomized date. In this case, the median percent change is -0.4%, and not significantly
different from zero, W = 1504, p = 0.6. This absence of difference supports the understanding that a
spurious decrease in engagement is not at the origin of the reduction described in Figure 2.
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Appendix B: Credibility of websites
In order to study the credibility of websites linked to in posts shared by Facebook groups, we used the Iffy
public spreadsheet. This dataset aggregates a list of websites rated as of low or very-low credibility, based
on data pulled from the mediabiasfactcheck.com (MBFC) website. The “MBFC factual reporting” metric is
based on a list of failed fact checks which are displayed on the page dedicated to each website. To
compute the proportion of links to low credibility sites for each group (Figure 4), we summed the total
number of posts containing a domain name that appeared in the Iffy public spreadsheet during a 30-day
period before and after the notification date for each group and divided it by the total number of posts
containing a link during the same period.
The Iffy public spreadsheet can be found on the Iffy.news website, in the section “Iffy Index of
Unreliable Sources” by clicking on the “public spreadsheet” in the subsection “Where does Iffy get its
info.”

